Floating point arithmetic plays a central role in science, engineering, and nance by enabling developers to approximately compute with real numbers. To address numerical issues in large oating-point applications, developers must identify root causes, which is di cult because oating point errors are generally silent, non-local, and non-compositional.
INTRODUCTION
Large oating point applications play a central role in science, engineering, and nance by enabling engineers to approximately compute with real numbers. Ensuring that these applications provide accurate results (close to the ideal real number answer) has been a challenge for decades (Kahan 1965 (Kahan , 1971 (Kahan , 1987 (Kahan , 1998 (Kahan , 2005 . Inaccuracy due to rounding errors has led to market distortions (McCullough and Vinod 1999; inn 1983) , retracted scienti c articles , and incorrect election results (Weber-Wul 1992) .
From a developer's perspective, identifying and debugging numerical issues is di cult for several reasons. First, oating point errors are typically silent: even when a grievous error has invalidated a computation, it will still produce a result without any indication things have gone awry. Second, oating point error is non-compositional: large intermediate errors may not impact program outputs and small intermediate errors may blow up in a single operation (due to, e.g., cancellation or over ow).
ird, oating point errors are o en non-local: the source of an error can be far from where it is observed and may involve values that cross function boundaries and ow through heap-allocated data structures.
To e ectively debug numerical issues, developers must identify the root causes of errors. In this context, the root cause is the part of a computation whose improvement would reduce error in the program's outputs. In practical se ings, root causes are di cult to identify precisely. e root cause o en involves computations that cross function boundaries, use the heap, or depend on particular inputs. As such, even though root causes are part of the computation, they rarely appear as delineable syntactic entities in the original program text. e key challenge, then, is identifying root causes and suitably abstracting them to a form that enables numerical analysis and facilitates improving the accuracy of the program. To the best of our knowledge, no approach exists to help developers identify and address root causes in typical numerical code wri en in low-level C/C++ and Fortran programs spanning hundreds of thousands of lines.
is paper presents Herbgrind, a dynamic binary analysis that identi es candidate root causes for numerical error in large oating point applications. Herbgrind uses a variety of techniques to address the challenges of nding root causes in large programs. First, to identify silent oating-point error, Herbgrind instruments a program to compute high-precision oating-point operations in parallel with hardware IEEE-754 operations (including bit-level and SSE SIMD operations), and compares high-and regular-precision results to identify errors. Second, to avoid false positives due to non-compositional oating-point error, Herbgrind only reports certain candidate root causes, for example those that ow to program outputs or cause changes to control ow. ird, to describe a candidate root cause, Herbgrind tracks erroneous concrete computations and abstracts them to simpli ed expressions whose improvement would reduce output error. Herbgrind is implemented in the Valgrind binary instrumentation framework, and achieves acceptable performance using several key optimizations. 1 We evaluate Herbgrind on 6 expert-wri en numerical applications from molecular physics, structural engineering, computational geometry, and linear algebra. We nd that Herbgrind handles the tricky oating-point manipulations found in expert-wri en numerical code. To further characterize the impact of Herbgrind's key components, we perform a suite of smaller experiments with the FPBench oating-point benchmark suite (Damouche et al. 2016) , and nd that each of Herbgrind's components is crucial to its accuracy and performance.
To the best of our knowledge, Herbgrind provides the rst approach to identifying and summarizing root causes of error in large numerical programs. Building Herbgrind required developing the following contributions:
• An analysis that identi es candidate root causes by detecting intermediate errors, tracking dependencies between them, and abstracting the responsible computations to an improvable program fragment (Section 4). • An implementation of this analysis that supports numerical code wri en in low-level languages like C/C++ and Fortran and handles the complexities of modern oating point hardware and libraries (Section 5). • Key design decisions and optimizations required for this implementation to achieve acceptable performance when scaling up to applications spanning hundreds of thousands of lines (Section 6).
• An evaluation of Herbgrind on a variety of large and small numerical benchmarks, showing
Herbgrind's applicability to large programs as well as evaluating its various subsystems. (Section 7 and Section 8).
Finding Root Causes of Floating Point Error with Herbgrind 1:3 2 BACKGROUND IEEE binary oating point numbers approximate the set of real numbers in nite space. A oating point number represents a real number of the form ±(1 + m)2 e , where m is a xed-point value between 0 and 1, and e is a signed integer; several other values, including two zeros, two in nities, not-a-number error values, and subnormal values, can also be represented. In double-precision oating point, m is a 52-bit value, and e is an 11-bit value, which together with a sign bit makes 64 bits. Simple operations on oating point numbers, such as addition and multiplication, are supported in hardware on most computers and libraries exist for computing many other mathematical functions.
Non-Compositional Error
Individual oating-point operations are always evaluated as accurately as possible, but since not all real numbers are represented by a oating point value, some error is necessarily produced. us, the oating-point sum of x and is x + + (x + )ϵ, where ϵ is some small positive or negative value incurred due to rounding error. 2 e error can grow, however, when multiple operations are performed. For example, consider the expression (x + 1) − x = 1. e addition introduces error ϵ 1 and produces x + 1 + (x + 1)ϵ 1 . e subtraction then introduces ϵ 2 and produces 1 + (x + 1)ϵ 1 + ϵ 2 + (x + 1)ϵ 1 ϵ 2 .
Since x can be arbitrarily large, the (x + 1)ϵ 1 term can be large; in fact, for values of x on the order of 10 16 , the expression (x + 1) − x evaluates to 0, not 1. e composition of relatively accurate addition and subtraction operations can produce very inaccurate results (Kahan and Darcy 1998; Monniaux 2008) . Analogs of this situation occur o en in the real world (Monniaux 2008) , where they can be di cult to detect.
Not only can accurate operations compute an inaccurate result, but inaccurate operations can also compute an accurate result. Past work (Benz et al. 2012 ) investigated a oating point error in the SPEC benchmark CalculiX, and concluded that "the in uence may be negligible for this simulation" because the erroneous operation did not a ect the program's result.
Non-Local Error
Floating point error, besides not composing in straightforward ways, can also be non-local. e cause of a oating point error can span functions and thread through data structures. Consider the snippet:
double foo(struct Point a, struct Point b) { return ((a.x + a.y) -(b.x + b.y)) * a.x; } double bar(double x, double y, double z) { return foo(mkPoint(x, y), mkPoint(x, z)); } e foo and bar functions individually appear accurate. However, bar's use of foo causes inaccuracy. For example for inputs x=1e16, y=1, z=0, the correct output of bar is 1e16, yet bar instead computes 0. However, this combination of foo and bar can be computed more accurately, with the expression ( − z) · x. Note that in this example, understanding the error requires both reasoning across function boundaries and through data structures.
Benz et al. noticed the same when investigating CalculiX. ough their tool identi ed a multiplication as erroneous, they observed, As it turns out, it is not the multiplication which causes large inaccuracies, but rather the addition at this earlier line.
is shows that [intermediate rounding error] is not a perfect indicator for the real origin of the problem.
Valgrind
Valgrind (Nethercote and Seward 2007 ) is a framework for building dynamic program analyses. In general, Valgrind simulates the execution of binaries while allowing tools to intercept CPU operations, memory accesses, and function calls. e Valgrind framework allows a aching additional analysis information to program values, called shadow values. Valgrind also allows user programs to pass information to the analysis by inserting special macro calls into the client program.
Valgrind compiles binaries to an intermediate language called VEX. Valgrind tools modify this VEX code, and the resulting instrumented VEX is compiled to native code and executed. e whole process adds some necessary overhead, in the range of 5-10×.
OVERVIEW
In scienti c, engineering, and nancial computations, oating-point error is an ever-present concern. Floating-point error can cause not only small errors in results, but also qualitatively di erent behavior.
We illustrate Herbgrind by detailing its use on a simple, complete example, a complex number plo er. A erward we brie y describe applying Herbgrind to a more realistic example: a large nite element analysis system. We compare Herbgrind's output to a previous oating point debugging approach applied to the same system.
A Simple Example -Complex Plo er
We rst detail Herbgrind's use on a C++ program, originally wri en to facilitate mathematical research, which plots complex functions. Given a mathematical function f : C → C, a region R = [x 0 , x 1 ] × [ 0 , 1 ] in the complex plane, and a resolution, the program tiles R with a grid of pixels, evaluates z = f (x + i ) at the center (x, ) of each pixel, and colors that pixel based on the arg(z) function 3 . e program spends the majority of its time evaluating f , and uses standard data structures for complex numbers, libraries for the manipulation of bitmap images, and bitwise manipulation of colors 4 .
Since the output of the program is an image, minor errors in the evaluation of f go unnoticed, and can usually be ignored. However, oating-point error can compound in unexpected ways. Consider the function 5
To evaluate this function, the plo er must provide a function for evaluating the square root of a complex number. e standard formula is
where the square roots in the de nitions are all square roots of real numbers (typically provided by standard math libraries). Implementing f using this formula and plotting the region R = [0, 1 4 ] × [−3, 3] results in the le image of Figure 1 . e speckling is not an accurate representation of f ; in fact, f is continuous in both x and throughout R.
Herbgrind helps developers nd the root cause of oating-point errors, and can identify the root cause for the plo er's misbehavior. It does this by providing three components, illustrated in Figure 2: (1) A shadow real number execution f R , which detects the divergence of the client execution f F from its ideal behavior.
(2) A shadow taint analysis f I , which tracks the ways that erroneous operations in uence important program locations called spots.
(3) A shadow symbolic execution, f E , which builds expressions representing the computations that produced each value.
Each shadow execution has its own state (M R , M I , and M E ), from which it takes information corresponding to the argument locations (A 1 ...A k ). e three shadow executions contribute to globally aggregated information about the operations and spots of the program (shown in the shaded top le and bo om right boxes). Section 4 details these components.
Herbgrind's analysis can signi cantly slow down the program it is analyzing. We therefore use a small but representative input to analyze the plo er, shrinking the output to 40 × 40 pixels instead of the default 1000 × 1000. No modi cations have to be made to the plo er to allow Herbgrind to analyze it.
When Herbgrind is run on the complex function plo er, it nds that the plo er o en computes the wrong pixel value due to signi cant oating-point error. It tracks this oating-point error back to a subtraction deep within the program which has high local error. For that subtraction, at the point where error is detected, Herbgrind produces the following report:
Compare in run(int, int) at main.cpp:26 734 incorrect values 1520 total instances Influenced by erroneous expressions:
(FPCore (x y) (-(sqrt (+ (* x x) (* y y))) x)) in run(int, int) at main.cpp:26 Aggregated over 760 instances is report shows that at line 26 of the main.cpp source le, inaccuracy is caused by the expression:
x 2 + 2 − x By tracking the root cause of oating-point error, Herbgrind aids the developer in addressing numerical issues. For the complex function plo er, the developer can pass the FPCoreforma ed (Damouche et al. 2016 ) inaccurate expression to a tool like Herbie (Panchekha et al. 2015) , to search for a more-accurate way of computing the square root of a complex number. Passing the above expression into Herbie produces the more accurate computation
Substituting this expression back into the original complex square root de nition (and simplifying) yields
for the complex square root. Replacing the complex square root computation in the plo er with this alternative implementation xes the inaccurate computation, as con rmed by running Herbgrind on the repaired program. e xed code produces the right graph in Figure 1 .
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3.2 A Real World Example -CalculiX e complex plo er example is relatively simple to analyze, as the source of numerical error is contained within a single procedure, the implementation of the complex square root. In contrast, real world numerical so ware o en has many numerical components which interact, and numerical problems o en cannot be isolated to one component.
An example of such complex, real-world numerical so ware is CalculiX, a nite-element program for three-dimensional structural problems. CalculiX is part of the SPEC CPU2006 benchmark suite, a set of benchmarks used to test the performance of code generated by optimizing compilers (Henning 2006) . It is wri en in 105 147 lines of Fortran 90 and C 6 .
As mentioned in Section 2, previous work (Benz et al. 2012 ) described how the FpDebug tool can be used to debug oating-point error in the Calculix program. e authors discovered error in the DVdot routine in CalculiX, which computes the dot product of two vectors using the computation:
FpDebug had agged the multiplication inside the sum as an erroneous operation. A er manually inspecting the code in question, the authors found that the error was not caused by the multiplication, but in fact by the addition. Although there was error in the addition, the authors also concluded through manual inspection that this error did not translate into high error in the nal output of CalculiX. e information provided by FpDebug was lacking two elements that the authors had to recover via tedious manual inspection. e rst was that the multiplication marked was not alone responsible for the error detected; in fact the authors placed the blame for the error entirely on the addition. e second element was that the error present was in fact allegedly negligible to the result of the simulation. Although the computation was unstable in isolation, it's relationship to the rest of the program was apparently such that it's instability did not signi cantly a ect the nal result.
As with the complex function plo er, Herbgrind can be used to nd oating-point errors in CalculiX. Even though CalculiX is 105,147 lines of code, Herbgrind is still able to analyze it and localize each error within a ma er of seconds, where it might take an expert days of manual labor. Herbgrind's use of local error ensures that it points the programmer to the correct source of error, namely the addition. And it's symbolic expressions produce a more complete view of the erroneous computation. Herbgrind's system for tracking the in uence of high-local-error operations on program outputs allows the user to easily see exactly what impact the problematic addition had on the program output. When run on CalculiX 7 , Herbgrind produces the following output: (FPCore (x y z a b) (+ (+ x (* y z)) (* a b))) in DVdot at Utilities_DV.c:241 Aggregated over 55914 instances is report shows that line 1280 of the write_float.def source le contains a comparison which is sometimes wrong. e expression computed as (+ (+ x (* y z)) (* a b)) is inaccurate, because the input vectors vary both in magnitude and sign, so this addition sometimes results in catastrophic cancellation. e report also shows that the error becomes relatively negligible before it reaches the output; the comparison only goes the wrong way 65 out of 2758 executions of that branch. However, depending on the nature of this comparison, these few branch misses may be critical. By providing concrete measures of how o en the a ected branch was incorrect, Herbgrind allows the user to evaluate what constitutes "negligible error. " Herbgrind's combination of higher-precision execution, spots and in uence tracking, and symbolic program traces helps developers understand and address the root causes of oating-point error ( Figure 2 ). e rest of this paper expands on how Herbgrind works, formally describing Herbgrind's analysis in Section 4, discussing the implementation of that analysis in Section 5, and detailing the optimizations necessary to achieve acceptable performance on large numerical programs in Section 6.
ANALYSIS
is section describes Herbgrind's dynamic analysis for nding candidate root causes of oatingpoint error. Since root causes are program fragments which in uence program outputs with signi cant error, Herbgrind's analysis computes the error of program outputs, nds the erroneous computations that in uence those outputs, and builds expressions to describe those computations. Herbgrind's analysis is de ned in terms of an abstract machine (Section 4.1), and consists of three components: a real-value shadow computation (Section 4.2) to compute the error of program outputs, a spots and in uences system (Section 4.3) to track which oating-point operations in uence those outputs, and symbolic expressions (Section 4.4) to build short program fragments describing those operations.
Abstract machine semantics
e abstract machine has oating-point values and operations as well as memory and control ow ( Figure 3 ) A machine contains mutable memory M : Z → (F | Z) which stores oating-point values or integers and a program counter pc : Z that indexes into the list of program statements. We assume that memory is typed: a memory location to stores either oating-point values or integers, but cannot store both at di erent times. is implies that operations, too, are typed.
Statements come in three forms: computations, control operations, and outputs. Computations read values from memory locations, evaluate a function on those inputs, and write the results back to memory; control operations read values from memory locations, evaluate a predicate on those values, and jump to a new program counter; and output operations read a value from memory and Finding Root Causes of Floating Point Error with Herbgrind 1:9 use it to perform I/O. A program is run by initializing the memory and program counter, and then running statements until the program counter is negative.
Herbgrind's analysis produces spot and operation information which describes candidate root causes for programs on this abstract machine ( Figure 4 ). Each spot entry describes a program output or a location where oating-point values in uence control ow or integers, and lists the error at that location as well as the erroneous computations that in uence the location (Section 4.3). Each operation entry describes the computation that led up to that operation, and a summary of the error produced by that operation. Herbgrind's analysis consists of three components: a real-number execution, a spots-and-in uences system, and concrete expression builder ( Figure 5 ). Each component shadows oating-point values in memory and updates its shadow memory for each oating-point operation executed by the program.
Real-number execution
Floating-point errors are generally silent: even when error invalidates a computation, that computation still produces a oating-point value without any indication that the value is erroneous. To detect the oating-point errors in a program, the analysis uses a real-number shadow memory, which stores a real number for every oating-point value in ordinary program memory 8 . e real-number shadow memory is updated by shadowing the execution of computation statements in the program that compute new oating-point values. For each such statement, Herbgrind executes the statement's operation in the reals on real-number shadow inputs, and stores the resulting real number to the real-number shadow memory ( Figure 5 ).
In some cases, the oating-point execution can, due to oating-point error, take di erent branches or compute di erent integers than the real-number shadow execution would have. Since Herbgrind is a root-cause analysis tool, it follows the path taken by the oating-point execution in these cases. As discussed in Section 4.3, Herbgrind marks as a spot the points in the execution where real-number and oating-point executions diverge in this way.
Herbgrind's real-number execution replicates every oating-point operation executed by the program, and therefore provides a good baseline for measuring the error of program outputs. However, other challenges exist for accurately measuring the error of a oating-point program. Some numerical programs implement high-level operations using techniques such as quadrature, integration, and series approximations which cannot simply be compared to a real-number evaluation to determine the computation's error. Herbgrind's implementation for handling such details of real-number execution is discussed in Section 5.
// Reals
← f ( − → x ) R (M, M R ) when M R [ ] ∈ R = − → = if − −−−− → M R [x] ∈ R then − −−−− → M R [x] else − −−− → M[x] M R [ → f R ( − → )] // In uences ← f ( − → x ) I (M R , M I , pc) when M R [ ] ∈ R = s = − −−−− → M I [x] if local-error(f , − −−−− → M R [x]) > T then s = pc : : s M I [ → s] local-error(f , − → ) = r R = F( f R ( − → )) r F = f F ( − −− → F( )) E(r R , r F ) // Expressions ← f ( − → x ) E (M R , M E ) when M R [ ] ∈ R = e = if − −−−− → M R [x] ∈ R then f ( − −−−− → M E [x]) else M R [ ] M E [ → e] record(prog, pc, ops, spots, M, M R , M I , M E ) = e = ops[pc] ε, i = spots[pc] match prog[pc] with | ( ← f ( − → x )) when M[ ] ∈ F =⇒ ops[pc] = M E [ ] : : e | ( ← f ( − → x )) when M[ ] ∈ Z =⇒ if f R ( − −−−− → M R [x]) = M[ ] then spots[pc] = (1 : : ε, i − −−−− → M I [x]) else spots[pc] = (0 : : ε, i) | (if P( − → x ) goto ) =⇒ if P R ( − −−−− → M R [x]) = P ( − −−− → M[x]) then spots[pc] = (1 : : ε, i − −−−− → M I [x]) else [pc] = (0 : : ε, i) | (out x) =⇒ r = E(M[x], M R [x]) if r > T m then spots[pc] = (r : : ε, i ∪ M I [x]) else spots[pc] = (r : : ε, i)
Spots and Influence Shadows
Herbgrind uses the real-number execution to measure the oating-point error at program outputs, conditional branches, and conversions from oating-point values to integers; these three types of program locations are collectively called spots. In the Herbgrind implementation, spots are determined automatically 9 . Herbgrind's root cause analysis produces candidate root causes for any error observed at a spot. Error observed at a spot can take three forms, corresponding to the three types of spots. At an output spot, error is measured as the di erence between the correct output value, and the one produced by the client execution. Branch spots are less subtle, marked as either correct or incorrect depending on whether the client execution took the same path as the real-number execution, or not. Finally, conversions to integers are measured similarly to branch spots, either producing the correct integer or not. Each spot can be executed multiple times, so Herbgrind tracks a set for each spot to store the oating-point error seen by each execution. e root cause of error at a spot can be far from the spot itself. us, Herbgrind tracks a set of program locations which in uence the values computed at the spot. ese in uences act like a taint analysis, with Herbgrind detecting erroneous oating-point operations tainting their outputs, and propagating those taints through the program. e set of oating-point operations that cause error and which a ect a spot point to the candidate root causes of program error.
Herbgrind uses local error to determine which oating-point operations cause oating-point error ( Figure 5 ). Local error (Panchekha et al. 2015) measures the error an operation's output would have even if its inputs were accurately computed, and then rounded to native oats:
For example, subtracting 1 from 1 + ϵ, with a su ciently small ϵ, would have high local error, since doing the subtraction in oating-point would require rounding 1 + ϵ to 1, and then computing 1 − 1 = 0 instead of (1 + ϵ) − 1 = ϵ. Local error allows identifying individual operations that can cause errors, even for operations whose inputs are already erroneous. An operation whose local error is above a threshold T taints its outputs, so that spots in uenced by its output can point to that operation as a candidate root cause.
Concrete and Symbolic Expressions
To allow the developer to understand the numerical behavior behind an operation's high local error, Herbgrind produces a symbolic expression describing the entire computation leading to the erroneous results. Since each operation in the program may be executed many times, each value that is produced by the operation is given a concrete expression detailing how it was built. ese concrete expressions are then combined to produce a symbolic expression to summarize the computation.
Concrete expressions are formalized with the grammar E :
where constants c are real-number constants. Herbgrind constructs concrete expressions every time a oating-point operation is executed, and stores that concrete expression in the shadow memory corresponding to the operation's output.
Compiler optimizations can o en change integer computations, making the machine code unrecognizably di erent from the program source. However, the oating-point standard invalidates most optimizations to oating-point computations: even simple changes like re-association do not preserve program semantics. As a result, the concrete expressions for oating-point values o en resemble program source code, though of course traced across function calls and through data structures.
For each computation statement, Herbgrind aggregates the concrete expressions corresponding to that statement's output. When an spot is in uenced by an operation, the concrete expressions for the outputs of that operation are summarized into a symbolic expression. A symbolic expression is much like a concrete expression but allows variables; it is formalized by the grammar:
A symbolic expression represents all concrete expressions which are substitutions of the symbolic expressions.
us, a symbolic expression aggregates many large concrete expressions into a small program fragment that captures the commonalities between those concrete expressions. To compute symbolic expressions from concrete expressions, Herbgrind builds on anti-uni cation, which computes the most-speci c generalization of a set of trees (Plotkin 1970).
Herbgrind's implementation of anti-uni cation makes two changes to the algorithm presented in (Plotkin 1970) :
Changes to how multiple paths are generalized. Sometimes, the same oating-point value can be computed by multiple program paths. is occurs when, for example, zero is subtracted from a value along some program paths but not along others. In these cases, the classic anti-uni cation algorithm would generalize the di erent concrete expressions to a fresh variable. However, when di erent program paths produce the same result, Herbgrind instead generalizes that location in the concrete expressions to a constant in the symbolic expression. is o en produces a symbolic expression that can be more easily analyzed and improved.
Changes to the soundness and completeness criteria. By building on anti-uni cation, Herbgrind's symbolic expression satisfy a useful soundness property: the symbolic expressions Herbgrind generates can, by substitution, produce all concrete expressions seen during program execution. Proof of this property follow directly from (Plotkin 1970) . Classical anti-uni cation also includes a completeness property, that the symbolic expressions generated are the most speci c generalization (i.e., preserve as much common structure as possible). However, in Herbgrind we chose to eschew this property in favor of a more subtle one: where the symbolic expressions generated are not the most speci c generalization, the extra generality does not obscure dependencies between di erent parts of the expression 10 . is extra freedom allows us to expose dependencies between internal nodes of the expression trees that would not otherwise be apparent. For example, consider the computation:
is expression is inaccurate for values of x on the order of 10 14 . However, the particular constant used in the multiplication is not central to this inaccuracy, it merely changes the range of x for which the computation is inaccurate. e same expression, with = x · 12345.67
Finding Root Causes of Floating Point Error with Herbgrind 1:13 exhibits the same erroneous behavior. In this case, the expression is small, and so the simpli ed version is only marginally more useful. However, in large numerical computations expressions can become massive and obscure the relationship between di erent subexpressions. If x · 12345.67 were instead a much larger expression, it would be tedious and error prone to identify by hand that both occurrences were syntactically identical.
Here, all equivalent subexpressions were syntactically identical, so making the appropriate substitution requires only a syntactic check. However, in other cases there may be expressions which are non-trivially equivalent, either because of identities (commutativity, etc.), or because of limitations on the expression inference (Section 6.4).
Because Herbgrind is a dynamic analysis, it can infer the equivalence of internal nodes of the expression tree using their runtime values, without relying on syntactic rules or the equivalence of subexpressions. Herbgrind uses this information to prune equivalence trees to reveal extra equivalence information. In the above example, Herbgrind will produce the second form, √ + 1 − √ , since it detects that both occurrences of (x · 12345.67) are equivalent for the dynamic traces observed.
Pruning expressions to an equivalence class can also obscure other equivalences which were present in the original expression. For instance, in the computation
both occurrences of ( + 1) are equivalent, and can be substituted with z = + 1 to produce
However, this second expression obscures the relationship between the two sides of the subtraction, and prevents the user from improving the accuracy of the expression.
To prevent such undesirable simpli cations, Herbgrind checks the following criteria of an equivalence class E before using it to prune the expression:
(1) e equivalence class has more than one member (2) For any other equivalence class E in the expression, either all members of E are within the members of E, or they are all outside the members of E. In the √ + 1 − √ · ( + 1) example, the second condition is violated for E = {( + 1), ( + 1)}, because the members of the equivalence class E = { , , } appear both outside of members of E (on the right hand of the subtraction), and inside members of E (in the le side of both additions). erefore, Herbgrind will not make this substitution, and will leave the relationship between the sides of the subtraction intact.
IMPLEMENTATION
Herbgrind's analysis is de ned on an abstract machine; however, important numerical so ware is not wri en in terms of an abstract machine. Instead, it is typically wri en in low level languages like C, C++, and Fortran, o en, in fact, a polyglot combination of all three.
To support all these use cases, we re ne the algorithm presented in Section 4 to operate on compiled binaries instead of abstract machine programs. Herbgrind does this by building upon Valgrind, a framework for dynamic analysis through binary instrumentation. Building upon Valgrind requires mapping the abstract machine described in Section 4 to the VEX machine internal to Valgrind.
Analyses built upon Valgrind receive the instructions of the client program translated to VEX, and can add instrumentation to them freely before they are compiled back to native machine code and executed ( Figure 6 ).
is compilation process slows down the binary, since VEX does not perfectly mirror machine code; usually the binary is about one order of magnitude slower. VEX in many ways mirrors common machine languages such as x86 or ARM, and di ers from the abstract machine model in several ways.
Implementing the algorithm from Section 4 with Valgrind requires adapting the abstract machine's notions of values, storage, types, and operations to those provided by Valgrind.
Values
Unlike the abstract machine, VEX has value types of di erent sizes and semantics. Floating-point values come in di erent precisions, so the Herbgrind implementation makes a distinction between single-and double-precision oating-point values. Both types of values are shadowed with the same shadow state, but their behaviors in the client program are di erent, and they have di erent sizes in memory. Client programs also have le descriptors, pointers, and integers of various sizes, instead of a uniform integer type, but this does not a ect Herbgrind, since it does not analyze non-oating-point computations. e algorithm in Section 4 tracks the exact value of computations by shadowing oating-point values with real numbers. Since computing with true real numbers is impossible in general, Herbgrind uses the MPFR library (Fousse et al. 2007 ) to shadow oating-point values with arbitraryprecision oating-point. As an alternative, we could use an e cient library for the computable reals (Boehm 2004; Lee and Boehm 1990; Minsky 1967) . 11 e precision used is con gurable, set to 1000 by default. Other work (Panchekha et al. 2015) suggests that this precision su ces for capturing common oating-point problems, though users may need to change it for some domains. 12 5.2 Storage e abstract machine model of Section 4 represents storage as a single map from locations to values. However, VEX has three di erent types of storage-temporaries, thread state, and memory-and the la er two types store unstructured bytes, not values directly. Herbgrind uses slightly di erent approaches for each. 11 Herbgrind treats real computation as an abstract data type and alternate strategies could easily be substituted in. 12 To support SIMD instructions in the SSE instruction set, temporaries, unlike the memory locations in the abstract machine, can contain multiple oating-point values. Herbgrind a aches a shadow location to each temporary: a type-tagged unit which can store multiple shadow values. e shadow values stored in a shadow location correspond to the individual oating-point values inside a SIMD vector. Temporaries that only store a single value have trivial shadow locations. SSE instructions are also o en used for single-value oating-point operations; Herbgrind handles this case properly. read state in VEX, which represents machine registers, is an unstructured array of bytes, so does not use shadow locations. Each oating-point value consumes multiple bytes, and oatingpoint values of di erent sizes take up di erent numbers of bytes. is means that reads and writes to memory must be careful to check whether they overwrite nearby memory locations with shadow values. Herbgrind supports writing SIMD results to memory, and reading back SIMD values which overlap, but may not match exactly the size or alignment of the original write, as long as the boundaries of individual values are respected. Client programs can also make misaligned reads of oating-point values, such as loading a single-precision value from the middle of a double-precision value. In these cases, Herbgrind conservatively acts as if the read computes a oating-point value from non-oating-point inputs. In practice, such mismatched reads are rare.
Like thread state, memory is an unstructured array of bytes, with the complication that it is too large to shadow completely. Herbgrind shadows lazily, creating shadow values only for the locations in memory that hold oating-point values. Memory is thus shadowed by a hash table from memory addresses to shadow values.
Types
Memory and thread state in VEX is untyped, unlike in the abstract machine. While Valgrind provides a simple type system to track the size of values and the semantic operations that apply to them, this type system is only sound for temporaries, and type information is lost when a value is wri en to thread state or memory. Temporaries holding oating point values which are not immediately manipulated by oating-point operations are o en given an integer type. Herbgrind runs its own static type inference within each superblock 13 to compute more accurate and sound type information, across memory and thread state reads and writes. e Herbgrind type system separates shadowed and unshadowed values, and shadowed oats of di erent precisions. ere are also several auxiliary types. Locations loaded from a memory or thread state location which has not yet been set in the current superblock are given an unknown type, and values statically known to be non-oat, because they came from a non-oat operation, also have a separate type. is type is similar to the unshadowed type, but will ag an error if it is used for a oat operation, which ensures that the completeness of the analysis will not be silently violated.
Operations
In the abstract machine model, all oating point operations are handled by specialized instructions. However, few machines support complex operations such as logarithms or tangents in hardware. Instead, client programs evaluate these functions by calling libraries, such as the standard libm. Herbgrind can track the oating-point instructions used internally by these libraries, but they tend to be precision-speci c, and can at best only return approximate results in a real-number evaluation. Shadowing these internal calculations directly would mis-compute the exact value of library calls; Herbgrind therefore intercepts calls to common library functions before building program traces and measuring error. For example, if a client program calls the tan function, Herbgrind will intercept this call and add tan to the program trace, not the actual instructions executed by calling tan. In Valgrind it is impossible to call the underlying implementation of intercepted oating-point library functions; Herbgrind provides the oating-point output of the library function using the OpenLibm implementation of libm 14 .
Expert-wri en numerical code o en uses "compensating" terms to capture the error of a long chain of operations, and subtract that error from the nal result. In the real numbers, this error term would always equal zero, since the reals don't have any error with respect to themselves. Yet in oating point, these "compensating" terms are non-zero and computations that produce them therefore have high local error. A naive implementation of Herbgrind would therefore report spots in uenced by every compensated operation used to compute it, even though the compensating terms increase the accuracy of the program.
Instead, Herbgrind a empts to detect compensating operations, and not propagate in uence from the compensating term to the output of the compensated operation. Herbgrind identi es compensating operations by looking for additions and subtractions which meet two criteria: they return one of their arguments when computed in the reals; and the output has less error than the argument which is passed through. e in uences for the other, compensating, term, are not propagated.
While most oat operations in real programs are specialized oating-point instructions or library calls, some programs use bitwise operations to implement a oating-point operation. Programs produced by gcc negate oating-point values by XORing the value with a bitmap that ips the sign bit, and a similar trick can be used for absolute values. Herbgrind detects and instruments these bitwise operations treating them as the operations they implement, including in program traces.
OPTIMIZATION
A direct implementation of the algorithm in Section 5 is prohibitively expensive. Herbgrind improves on it by using the classic techniques of lazyness, sharing, incrementalization, and approximation.
Laziness
Since program memory is untyped, it is initially impossible to tell which bytes in the program correspond to oating point values. Herbgrind therefore tracks oating-point values in memory lazily: as soon as the client program executes a oating-point operation on bytes loaded from a memory location, that location is treated as a oating-point location and shadowed by a new shadow value. Some operations convert oating-point values between di erent formats, but do not manipulate the semantic content of the values themselves. For these operations, Herbgrind only shadows the computation if at least one of the arguments is already shadowed. Since the output value is the same as the input value, this is sound.
Besides lazily shadowing values in the client program, Herbgrind also minimizes instrumentation. Some thread state locations can always be ignored, such as CPU ag registers. VEX also adds a preamble to each basic block representing the control ow e ects of the architecture, which Herbgrind also ignores.
For more ne-grained instrumentation minimization, Herbgrind makes use of the static superblock type analysis. Values known to be integers do not have to be instrumented, and values known to be oating-point can have type checking elided. Unfortunately, Herbgrind must still instrument many simple memory operations, since values that are between storage locations but not operated on could have shadow values. is combination of static type analysis and dynamic error analysis is crucial for reducing Herbgrind's overhead.
Finding Root Causes of Floating Point Error with Herbgrind 1:17 Fig. 7 . Shadow values are shadowed lazily, and shared between concrete values. Values in memory that have not been used for floating point operations are unshadowed (rows 3 and 5 of client memory in this example). Multiple locations in memory that have the same floating point value will be shadowed by the same shadow value.
e static type analysis is also used to reduce reduce calls from the instrumentation into Herbgrind C functions. Valgrind allows the instrumentation to call into C functions provided by Herbgrind, which then compute shadow values, build program traces, and track in uences. However, calls from client program to host functions are slow. e static type analysis allows inlining these computations directly into VEX, avoiding a client-host context switch, because the type system tracks the size of values in thread state. Knowing the size means no type or size tests need to be done, so instrumentation can be inlined without requiring branches and thus crossing superblock boundaries. Inlining is also used for copies between temporaries, and for some memory accesses, where the inlined code must also update reference counts.
Sharing
Many oat values are copies of each other, sca ered in temporaries, thread state, and memory.
ough copying oating-point values is cheap on most architectures, copying shadow values requires copying MPFR values, program traces, and in uence sets. To save time and memory, shadow values are shared between copies (Figure 7) . To ensure that shadow values can be discarded once no copies refer to them, shadow values are reference counted. e trace nodes stored in a shadow value are not freed along with the shadow value, since traces also share structure. Traces are therefore reference counted as well, with each shadow value holding a reference to its trace node, and each trace node holding references to its children.
Many shadow values are freed shortly a er they are created. Related data structures, like trace nodes, are also allocated and freed rapidly, so memory allocation quickly becomes a bo leneck.
Herbgrind uses custom stack-backed pool allocators to quickly allocate and free many objects of the same size.
Other data structures need more specialized strategies. As part of anti-uni cation, expression nodes are o en indexed by their position. Since anti-uni cation is so common, the instrumentation of a single instruction can allocate and free hundreds of positions. For these structures, we use an in nite lazy tree which stores the position of each node at the node. e tree walking code can then traverse the position tree in parallel, and always cheaply have access to its position.
Incrementalization
e algorithm in Section 4 accumulates errors and program traces per-instruction, and summarizes all the results a er the program nishes running. For long-running programs, this approach requires storing large numbers of ever-growing program traces. Herbgrind avoids this problem by aggregating program traces (into symbolic program traces) and errors (into average total and local errors) incrementally, as the analysis runs. is leads to both large memory savings and signi cant speed-ups.
is incrementalization does not change the analysis results since anti-uni cation, used to aggregate program traces, and summation, used to aggregate error, are associative. Storing only symbolic program traces also allows freeing more concrete program traces, leading to lower memory usage and therefore faster run-time.
Approximation
Herbgrind makes a sound, but potentially incomplete, approximation to the standard anti-uni cation algorithm to speed it up. Anti-uni cation requires knowing which pairs of nodes are equivalent, so that those nodes could be generalized to the same variable. Symbolic program traces can be trees hundreds of nodes deep, and this equivalence information must be recomputed at every node, so computing these equivalence classes for large trees is a signi cant portion of Herbgrind's runtime. To limit the cost, Herbgrind exactly computes equivalence information to only a bounded depth for each node, 5 by default. 15 In practice, this depth su ces to produce high-quality symbolic program traces. is depth bound also allows freeing more concrete program trace nodes, further reducing memory usage.
CASE STUDIES
is paper evaluates Herbgrind in two parts: rst, in this section, a collection of case studies describing Herbgrind's use on large-scale numerical so ware; and second, in Section 8, an evaluation on a standard benchmark suite that measures how Herbgrind's components contribute to its analysis and performance. Our case studies are drawn from the SPEC CPU2006 and Polybench benchmarking suites and from two popular tools for computational geometry. One case study from SPEC CPU2006, CalculiX, has already been discussed in detail in the overview (Section 3.2), so it omi ed here. We chose established, widely-used benchmarks to evaluate Herbgrind's overhead and ensure a low false positive rate for tricky, expert-wri en code. No user annotation of the programs was required for any of our case studies.
Herbgrind is currently implemented in 10 KLOC 16 of C, Python, and Bash 17 . All experiments were carried out on an Intel Core i7-4790K with 32GB RAM running Debian GNU/Linux and GCC 6.3.0. 15 Herbgrind also stores cheaper but conservative equivalence information up to 10 operations deep. 16 Generated using David A. Wheeler's 'SLOCCount' 17 e Python and Bash code is all used to generate C. Generated C is not included in the total. Polybench benchmark Overhead Fig. 8 . Herbgrind's overhead for two di erent case studies. The le graph plots Herbgrind's overhead in the Tetgen case study, with a fixed binary running on many di erent representative inputs. The right graph plots Herbgrind's overhead in the Polybench case study, with di erent binaries executing di erent computations but wri en by the same authors and using the same library functions. Note the high variability of Herbgrind's overhead, varying from 10× in the best case to 10 000× in the worst case. Herbgrind's overhead depends heavily on the types of computations done by the program being analyzed.
Triangle. Triangle (Shewchuk 1996) , wri en in C by Jonathan Shewchuk, is a mesh generation tool, which computes the Delauney triangulation of a set of input points, and can add additional points so that the triangulation produced satis es various stability properties, such as avoiding particularly sharp angles. Triangle is expert-wri en so ware with particular a ention paid to numerical accuracy, as evidenced by its winning the 2003 Wilkinson Prize for numerical soware (Group 2015).
As an expert wri en numerical program, Triangle poses special challenges to tools which try to analyze numerical behavior. For example, Triangle o en uses "compensating" terms as described in Section 5. Herbgrind's compensation detection correctly handles all but 14 of the 225 compensating terms and does not present these false root causes in its output. e 14 remaining compensated operations are not detected, because the compensating term a ects control ow: Triangle checks whether the compensating term is too large, and if so runs the same computation in a di erent way. Herbgrind's real-number execution computes the accurate value of a compensating term to be 0, so these branches o en go the "wrong way". Fortunately, this behavior is always easy to see in the Triangle source.
Tetgen. Tetgen (Si 2015) , wri en in C++ by Hang Si, is a mesh generation tool similar to Triangle but for three dimensional shapes; instead of covering the input shape by triangles, it lls the input shape with tetrahedra. Tetgen reuses a library of functions from Triangle to provide accurate geometric predicates.
e Tetgen web page provides several representative inputs, which provides the opportunity to see how Herbgrind's overhead on a xed program varies with that program's input. As shown in Figure 8 , Herbgrind's overhead varies greatly, from an overhead of 10× on input 16, which follows a program path with li le oating-point computation, to an overhead of 10 000× on input 11, which is a highly-complex input fully exercising Herbgrind's components.
Unlike Triangle, Tetgen is wri en in C++, but since Herbgrind operates on binaries, not source, Tetgen was straightforward to support. A handful of small changes had to made to Herbgrind to support C++ programs: g++ emits calls to libm functions not used by gcc, such as ieee75420 atan2 avx. Support for recognizing this function call as an atan2 operation was incorporated into Herbgrind by adding a single line of code.
Polybench. Polybench is a benchmark suite for numerical kernels, intended for testing static control optimization (Pouchet 2012), with benchmarks such as matrix multiplication, Cholesky decomposition, Toeplitz systems, Gram-Schmidt decomposition, and Gaussian lters. Polybench is provided in several languages; we used the C version. We ran Herbgrind on all of the benchmarks in Polybench, each of which is provided by an independent binary.
Each benchmark executes a di erent computation, on data whose structure also di ers between examples. Polybench thus provides the opportunity to investigate how Herbgrind's overhead di ers between independent programs wri en in a similar style by the same authors (Figure 8) . As with Tetgen, Herbgrind's overhead varied dramatically between di erent benchmark programs, from 70× on a program with li le oating-point computation to 5000× in the worst case.
Herbgrind detected a oating-point problem a er analyzing the Polybench benchmark which computed the Gram-Schmidt decomposition of a test set of vectors. Herbgrind reported the computation to have 64 bits of error, surprising for a ve ed numerical benchmark. Upon investigating, we found that Gram-Schmidt decomposition is not well de ned on the inputs given, resulting in a division by zero and causing every program output to be a NaN value. In this case, it is ambiguous whether a di erent computation or di erent test data was intended, so Herbgrind conservatively reports the error 18 .
e Polybench benchmarks are centered on looping code that manipulates matrices. Even without any explicit support for loops in the symbolic execution, Herbgrind's ability to shadow program execution allows it to still detect oating-point errors and nd their root causes. In the Polybench benchmarks, Herbgrind reported the numerical core of each loop body, where relevant.
G
. To test that Herbgrind can run on numerical programs hundreds of thousands of lines long, we tested Herbgrind on G , part of the SPEC CPU2006 benchmark suite. G is a molecular dynamics package, which simulates the behavior of large molecules in a medium (Henning 2006) . G is wri en in 42 762 lines of C, with the inner loops, which consume approximately 95% of the runtime, wri en in 21 824 lines of Fortran. We tested G on the test workload provided with the CPU2006 suite, which simulates the protein Lysozyme in a water-ion solution; there are a total of 23 179 particles in the system, which is simulated for 1500 steps.
On this very computationally intensive program, Herbgrind had an overhead of 8 700×. is overhead is in line with that seen for smaller programs, showing that Herbgrind can facilitate debugging even for large programs.
EVALUATION
is section of the evaluation measures the e cacy and performance of each subsystem of Herbgrind against known erroneous expressions from the FPBench suite of benchmarks (Damouche et al. 2016 ). e expressions are split into two groups. e rst group contains the 59 straight-line expressions present in the FPBench suite; the second group contains the 13 looping programs. Each expression was compiled to C and executed in a tight loop for 5 seconds, making it is simple to compute Herbgrind's overhead in terms of the number of iterations completed. Each benchmark is largely restricted to pure oating-point computation. e same experimental setup is used as in Section 7. 
Results
In each of the straight-line FPBench benchmarks with signi cant error, Herbgrind was able to point to the benchmark expression as the source of any inaccuracy and exactly recover the straight-line expression used. is demonstrates that Herbgrind can accurately recover known-bad root cause expressions. Since Herbgrind's symbolic expressions do not include loops, Herbgrind cannot recover a symbolic representation of the outer loop in these benchmarks; but for those that contain oating-point error, Herbgrind recovers the expressions in the loop bodies. is demonstrates that, even without explicit symbolic loop support, Herbgrind can accurately detect error in looping programs and identify the root cause of those errors. Of the 153 expressions, 77 have 5 or fewer operations; 30 have 5-10; 24 have 10-20; 8 have 20-40; and 2 have 67 operations 19 . is shows that Herbgrind can scale to complex value computations.
In one case, Herbgrind recovered an additional, unexpected expression: a while condition. is benchmark incremented a step counter by 0.2 and looped until the value became su ciently large. Due to the inability of binary oating-point to represent 0.2, the benchmark looped once too many times. e output of Herbgrind contained an entry for this loop condition, and indicated that the comparison returned the wrong value for one instance. As far as we know, the benchmark authors were not aware of this error. Figure 9 plots the overhead of running the FPBench benchmarks with Herbgrind. Note that, unlike many large programs, these benchmarks are almost entirely oating-point computations, 10 . CDFs for the results of three experiments varying Herbgrind's precise variable equivalence class depth, MPFR precision, and type inference algorithm. In the first experiment, the depth to which Herbgrind maintains precise equivalence class information for variables is varied from the default depth of 5 to depths 2 and 10. Note the long tail of slowdowns from depth 10: these are looping benchmarks that create very deep expressions. In the second experiment, the MPFR precision is varied from the default of 1000 bits to 128 and 4000 bits. Note that the e ect of MPFR precision is less that of depth, but still significant. In the third experiment, Herbgrind's superblock type inference is turned o .
which means that more instructions must be instrumented. However, since the computations tend to have a small tree height, expression anti-uni cation is relatively fast, and the resulting slowdown is roughly equivalent to that of the larger benchmarks (Section 8.2 for an evaluation of Herbgrind's overhead due to expression height). Herbgrind overhead varies with the benchmark, but tends to have an overhead of two to three orders of magnitude for straight-line benchmarks, and three to four orders of magnitude for looping benchmarks. Figure 9 also shows the contribution of Valgrind's overhead, higher-precision execution, spots and in uences, and expressions to Herbgrind's runtime.
Herbgrind Components
is subsection explores how Herbgrind's components contribute to the accuracy and speed of its analysis. In particular, the contributions of the higher-precision execution and concrete and symbolic expressions to Herbgrind's overhead are characterized. 20 Herbgrind's type analysis is also evaluated, and its wrapping of mathematical functions is explored.
Expressions. By default, Herbgrind approximates the anti-uni cation algorithm by only storing precise value equivalence information only up to a depth of 5. To measure the impact of this bound, we varied the depth from a default of 5 to depths of 2 and 10 ( Figure 10) . Without the precise equivalence information, the symbolic expressions contain the same operations; however, the equivalence information ensures identical expressions are generalized to identical variables; for example, with su ciently imprecise equivalence information, Herbgrind may produce the expression x + instead of x + x. As expected, with a small depth bound of 2, Herbgrind was faster by 4-40% inter-quartile range (IQR), but generated expressions with more variables, making it moderately harder for the developer to understand and x the error. With the larger depth bound, the expressions are unchanged, since a depth of 5 su ces for the small FPBench benchmarks. A higher depth bound slowed Herbgrind by 9-70% IQR, with a slow-down of almost 10 000× in the worst Finding Root Causes of Floating Point Error with Herbgrind 1:23 case (for a looping program that generated very large concrete expressions). To further characterize the portion of Herbgrind's runtime dedicated to creating concrete and symbolic expressions, we modi ed Herbgrind to never create either sort of expression. e modi ed Herbgrind was 13-230% faster.
Higher-precision Execution. A signi cant portion of Herbgrind's runtime is spent on higherprecision execution with MPFR. To measure the cost of the higher-precision execution, we varied the precision MPFR uses from the default of 1000 to 128 bits and to 4000 bits ( Figure 10 ). As expected, this variation had a large e ect on Herbgrind's overhead, with the lower precision speeding up Herbgrind by 9-75% IQR, and the higher precision slowing it down by 19-240% IQR. To further characterize the contribution of higher-precision evaluation on Herbgrind's overhead, we ran Herbgrind with higher-precision evaluation entirely removed. In this con guration, Herbgrind still creates concrete and symbolic expressions, but no expressions can be marked, since MPFR is necessary for computing local error. Removing higher-precision execution cuts 40-80% of Herbgrind's overhead (at the default precision of 1000).
Error resholds. Herbgrind considers an expression to have signi cant error once its error crosses a given threshold. To test the e ect of the threshold on Herbgrind's performance, we ran it on the FPBench benchmarks with several di erent thresholds, 2 bits of error, 5 bits of error, 10 bits of error, and 29 bits of error, and 53 bits of error. We found that the error threshold did not a ect Herbgrind's overhead, since propagation of in uences are a small portion of the overall runtime.
Type inference. Herbgrind uses a type inference algorithm to determine which locations in Valgrind thread state can contain oating-point numbers.
is type inference pass is crucial for reducing the number of instructions instrumented by Herbgrind. To test type inference's contribution to Herbgrind's overhead, we ran Herbgrind with type inference entirely removed. In this con guration, Herbgrind varied from 10% faster to 200% slower IQR, even though the FPBench benchmarks minimize non-oating-point operations 21 . In the larger looping benchmarks, more representative of real-world numeric programs type inference can speed up Herbgrind by as much as 700×.
Wrapping mathematical libraries. Herbgrind instruments calls to mathematical library functions such as sqrt and tan to correctly evaluate the exact result of a computation and provide simpler symbolic program traces. With this wrapping behavior turned o , Herbgrind nds signi cantly more complex expressions, representing the internals of library functions: the largest expressions are not 67 but 586 operations in size, and 416 expressions 22 have more than 100 operations. For example, instead of e x − 1, Herbgrind nds 17 expressions such as Dynamic analyses. Several papers in recent years have used dynamic analyses to analyze oatingpoint error.
FpDebug (Benz et al. 2012) uses Valgrind to build a dynamic analysis of oating point error. Like Herbgrind, it uses MPFR shadow values to measure the error of individual computations. Unlike FpDebug however, Herbgrind's shadow real execution is based on a model of full programs, including control ow, conversions, and I/O, as opposed to FpDebug's model of VEX blocks. is enables a rigorous treatment of branches as spots, and leads to extensions such as wrapping library functions, sharing shadow values, SIMD operations, and bit-level transformations. All these features required signi cant design and engineering to scale to 300 KLOC numerical benchmarks from actual scienti c computing applications. In addition to an improved real execution, Herbgrind departs from FpDebug with its symbolic program traces and spots and in uences system, which allow it to connect inaccurate oating-point expressions to inaccurate outputs produced by the program. Herbgrind's use of local error and the symbolic program traces help the user diagnose the parts of the program that contributed to the detected error.
Similarly to FpDebug and Herbgrind, Verrou (Févo e and Lathuilière 2016) is a dynamic oating point analysis built on Valgrind. Verrou's aim is also to detect oating point error in numerical so ware, but a empts to do so at much lower overhead. e resulting approach uses very li le instrumentation to perturb the rounding of a oating point program, thus producing a much more conservative report of possible rounding errors.
Herbie (Panchekha et al. 2015 ) is a tool for the automatically improving the accuracy of small oating point expressions (≈ 10 LOC). Herbie uses randomly sampled input points and an MPFRbased ground truth to evaluate expression error.
is statistical, dynamic approach to error cannot give sound guarantees, but is useful for guiding a search process. Herbie's main focus is on suggesting more-accurate oating-point expressions to program developers. Herbie can be combined with Herbgrind to improve problematic oating point code in large numerical programs, by feeding the expressions produced by Herbgrind directly into Herbie to improve them.
Wang, Zou, He, Xiong, Zhang, and Huang (Wang et al. 2015) develop a heuristic to determine which instructions in core mathematical libraries have an implicit dependence on the precision of the oating-point numbers. A ground truth for such precision-speci c operations cannot be found by evaluating the operations at higher precision. ese results justify Herbgrind detecting and abstracting calls to the oating-point math library.
CGRS (Chiang et al. 2014) uses evolutionary search to nd inputs that cause high oating-point error; these inputs can be used for debugging or veri cation. Unlike Herbgrind, these inputs can be unrealistic for the program domain, and CGRS does not help the developer determine which program expressions created the high error. However, users who want to analyze the behavior of their programs on such inputs can use Herbgrind to do so.
Herbgrind, along with both Herbie and FpDebug, builds on MPFR (Fousse et al. 2007 ), a library for correctly-rounded arbitrary-precision oating-point arithmetic. By emulating high-precision oating-point in so ware, MPFR provides a method to compute a ground truth against which to measure the error of a oating-point program. An alternative method for achieving the same is to use the arithmetic of computable reals (Boehm 1987; Minsky 1967) . e computable reals allow dynamically increasing the accuracy of computations without redoing the computations themselves, unlike with an arbitrary-precision library (Boehm et al. 1986 ). Herbgrind's approach is orthogonal to the representation of reals, and any representation which can support basic arithmetic and the math functions found in libm could be used.
Static analyses.
In contrast to the dynamic analyses described above, several papers have used static analyses of oating-point error to fuel sound error analyses in recent years. Soundness, however, is di cult to achieve without sacri cing accuracy or scale.
One method for soundly measuring oating-point error, instead of comparing against a computed ground-truth, is to use interval or a ne arithmetic (Higham 2002) to derive sound bounds on the error of a computation. Error can be measured by the width of the intervals corresponding to program outputs. In large computations, intervals quickly get too broad, making it di cult to accurately measure error.
Salsa (Martel 2009) uses sound abstract interpretation to estimate the error of oating-point programs, including those with loops and functions (Damouche et al. 2015) . Salsa can be applied to programs wri en in a restricted subset of C, but unlike Herbgrind doesn't handle function pointers, heap data structures, or calls into mathematical libraries. Its application to large programs is also limited by the imprecision of interval analysis. Like Herbie, Salsa can suggest rewrites that improve oating point behavior on all inputs. Like Salsa, Fluctuat also uses abstract interpretation to statically bound the error of a oatingpoint program (Goubault and Putot 2011) . Fluctuat can be applied to large C programs, including uses in avionics, space, and nuclear power, and internally uses MPFR, but su ers from the limitations of conservative error bounds.
Rosa (Darulova and Kuncak 2014) , like Salsa and Fluctuat, statically analyzes oating-point error using a mixture of a ne analysis and SMT-backed range spli ing. Rosa uses the Leon veri cation framework, and analyzes programs wri en in Scala. Rosa's use of range spli ing allows more accurate results than Salsa's pure interval analysis, but also limits it to SMT-decidable theories, which precludes interprocedural analysis and loops in some cases.
FPTaylor (Solovyev et al. 2015) can also compute sound error bounds on oating point expressions by bounding a Taylor expansion of the oating-point error using a global optimizer. is approach yields very precise bounds for oating-point expressions but is correspondingly more di cult to extend to loops or functions. Further in the same line of work is FPTuner, quadratic programming approach to assign precisions to di erent variables in a program while achieving a global error bound (Chiang et al. 2017) . FPTuner allows creating mixed-precision programs that minimize runtime and energy use while upholding rigorous guarantees.
CONCLUSION
Floating point plays a critical role in applications supporting science, engineering, medicine, and nance. is paper presented Herbgrind, the rst approach to identify candidate root causes of oating point errors in such so ware. Herbgrind does this with three major subsystems: a shadow real execution which detects oating point error, a shadow taint analysis which tracks its in uence on important program locations, and a shadow symbolic execution which builds up the computations that produced each value. Herbgrind's analysis is implemented on top of the Valgrind framework, and runs on standard numerical benchmarks and large numerical so ware wri en by experts.
